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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
JOSUE MANUEL CONTRERAS ZAMBRANO has contributed to the dictionary with 8 meanings that we have approved
and collected in this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of
the project, do not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 

 Working Group 
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andamiento
progress means or resembles prosecution, movement at the request of an interested party. as deployment process,
activity or dynamism by the interested party could also resemble set in motion the procedure within a process in
contravention to inertia, contributing to the speed and procedural economy in accordance with the principle of the
momentum of the trial.

consecuencialmente
Effect of proceed along via derived from, is say, ergo what above, and also it could resemble the resulting from
pre-existing approaches.

exasperante
Action make, intention that in principle, at the time for its implementation is impeded because a strange non-attributable
or in fact greater and is partially truncated the immediate response, but subsequently executes in an efficient and
effective action with retarded effect and the Mission of the active subject meets. Example. The rescue of 596 immigrants
was exasperating for the Italian Navy which is run to the island of Lampedusa.

guarimba
Means acting in collective mode which, in principle, adopts a form of manifestation peaceful and unarmed with the
purpose apparent protect themselves against others; which subsequently becomes or mutates towards an anarchic
action which systematically underlies an insane desire and mercilessly against the neighbor.?

indefectible
It means or resembles the character sine qua non should be, i.e. that their knowledge is essential, or what is the same
or resembles to be your knowledge impretermitible.

morigerando
moderating: means to attenuate, reduce, abate an opinion and its effect by way of consequence is to temper the
sancion.ejm: sworn Lords request that at the time of issuing its decision in me against morigeren the sanction that is less
burdensome.

oralidad
What is orality? It is a means by which one or more persons, they communicate through the spoken word, i.e. who
speaks is the issuer and that listening is the recipient of the communication, so it generates the conversation, using a
verbal sound.

oralidad
What is orality? It is a means by which one or more persons, communicate through the spoken word, i.e., who speaks is
the issuer and that listening is the receiver of the communication, what generates the conversation, using a verbal sound
and thereafter, the exchange of words and ideas on a point in question.  Example: New trends in the prosecution in
Venezuela tend towards orality, i.e. are through hearings in oral proceedings, at skills matter, such as: traffic, criminal,
for the protection of children and adolescents, labor, administrative contentious, terms of lease and in the immediate
future, the reform of the civil procedural code of 1987, which is currently in its second discussion in the National
Assembly.


